BACKGROUND: Congenic mouse strains contain donor mouse strain DNA in genomes otherwise identical to a background strain. They can be used to identify defined chromosomal regions containing obesity genes with small effects. OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study was to discover congenic strains containing genes that influence body fat in mice and to examine interactions between these genes. DESIGN: A survey of congenic strains showed that the B6.C-Tyr c H1 b Hbb d /By (B6.C-H1) congenic strain, with a 24 centiMorgan (cM) donor region from strain BALB/cBy on chromosome 7, had 50% less fat than background C57BL/6By (B6By) mice. The congenic donor region was then divided into 11 smaller overlapping subcongenic regions. Genotype effects on obesity traits in the subcongenics were determined by breeding heterozygotes for each line and comparing phenotypes of littermates with different donor genotypes. RESULTS: At least three subcongenic strains, two with overlapping donor regions and one with a nonoverlapping donor strain region, were found to exhibit significant influences of donor region genotype on obesity. A cross of the two overlapping subcongenics demonstrated that a single gene in the overlap region could not account for the observed obesity effects. We also observed significant obesity differences between genetically identical progeny that were contingent on the genotype of their subcongenic mothers. CONCLUSIONS: These results demonstrate the existence of at least three genes influencing obesity in three subcongenic strains with donor strain chromosomal regions whose size ranges from 0.5 to 5 cM. A maternal effect gene influencing obesity may be present in some subcongenic strains. 
Introduction
Identification of natural alleles for complex traits such as obesity remains difficult but important because these studies survey the cumulative effects of evolution. While quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping can identify broad chromosomal regions containing genes influencing complex traits, isolation of the specific underlying genes requires production of monogenic models. Congenic mouse strains can be used as monogenic models of complex traits. 1 Breeding two inbred strains to each other, and repeatedly backcrossing the progeny to the background strain for at least 10 generations produce congenic strains. The final congenic strain is identical to the background strain except for a selected donor region of highly variable size, and any unintended passenger donor regions (perhaps on other chromosomes) and spontaneous mutations occurring during breeding of the congenics. Although size, number and frequency of passenger donor chromosomal regions are usually unknown, their existence cannot be ruled out except by appropriate control experiments, such as those described in this manuscript. The congenic mouse strains surveyed for obesity traits in this study were originally produced by investigators studying histocompatability responses. 2 Historically, genes underlying the complex trait of tissue rejection were identified in large part due to studies of congenic mouse strains carrying various histocompatability antigens. [3] [4] [5] These congenic strains can now be used to study a variety of complex traits. Previous studies have identified several obesity QTLs on mouse chromosome 7. [6] [7] [8] [9] It is possible that one or all of these QTLs and the congenic strain are detected on this chromosome as a result of the combined effects on obesity from several linked genes. Subcongenic strains with smaller donor regions frequently reveal that each original congenic may contain two or more linked genes affecting distinct pathways impacting the same phenotype, such as epilepsy or type I diabetes. 10, 11 We hypothesize that there are multiple linked genes in a congenic strain with a donor region from chromosome 7 and examine this hypothesis by constructing multiple overlapping subcongenic regions and analyzing obesity traits in each of the subcongenic lines, thus narrowing down possible causative genes.
Materials and methods
We have used three separate approaches to show that a BALB/cBy allele on chromosome 7 promotes less fat on B6By background. First, a strain survey found that the B6.C-H1 congenic mice were less fat than background B6By mice. Second, this was verified in an F2 cross where lower adiposity was retained across the congenic region and, third, subcongenics were created from this large congenic that also retained the lower fat phenotype. The following are the materials and methods used in these three separate approaches.
Congenic strain nomenclature
Congenic strain names have at least three distinct parts. The first part of the name indicates background strain, the second is the donor strain and the third part indicates the selected gene or region from the donor strain. Thus, B6.C-H1 means that B6By (C57BL/6ByJ) is the background, C (BALB/ cBy) is the donor, and the strain was selected to retain the H1 histocompatability antigen allele of BALB/cBy. Other names of retained genes are sometimes put into the official congenic name as well. We name the subcongenic constructed to retain only the D7Mit353 allele from BALB/cBy: B6.C-D7Mit353. An additional consideration in naming is that congenics may contain donor regions ranging from many tens of megabases (Mb) to a submegabase in size, but current terminology gives them all the same name, 'congenics'. Despite the large range of donor sizes and the large difference in the number of donor strain genes present in congenics with varying donor regions, the term congenic does not differentiate these strains. We indicate relative sizes of the maximum donor region of the congenics produced. Thus, the original B6.C-H1 congenic with a 24 centiMorgan (cM) donor region is designated B6.C-H1 (24 cM BALB/cBy), while the B6.C-D7Mit353 (0.5 cM) congenic has a much smaller donor region. The second part of the study focused only on the B6.C-H1 congenic, which was backcrossed for 15 generations against the B6By strain. This resulted in a 24 cM donor region that contained histocompatibility complex H1 on chromosome 7.
Genetic crosses
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Subcongenic creation. To generate smaller congenics from the original B6.C-H1 congenic, F1 mice (B6By Â B6.C-H1) were backcrossed to B6By mice to generate recombinant donor regions in a heterozygous state. Each recombinant mouse, now containing only a part of the full congenic region, was then backcrossed again to B6By and genotyped to produce progeny with identical recombinant donor region boundaries. These heterozygous progeny were then sib-mated to produce littermate mice of all three genotype classes: homozygous B6By, homozygous BALB/cBy and heterozygous for the subcongenic region.
Overlapping subcongenic crosses. Neighboring subcongenic regions were crossed together in order to determine if the causative obesity gene was in the overlapping subcongenic region or nonoverlapping regions. Male B6.C-D7Mit318 subcongenic mice heterozygous for donor DNA were crossed with female B6.C-D7Mit90-62 subcongenic mice heterozygous for donor DNA. This created progeny with one of four possible genotypes: (1) all background DNA, (2) heterozygous for the B6.C-D7Mit318 donor region only, (3) heterozygous for the B6.C-D7Mit90-62 donor region only, or (4) double heterozygotes with B6.C-D7Mit318 and B6.CD7Mit90-62 donor region DNA. This fourth class is homozygous for the overlapping donor DNA regions of the subcongenic, while heterozygous for the nonoverlapping regions.
Diet and husbandry
Strain survey. Mice were weaned at 3 weeks of age, fed nonpurified stock diet Purina Stock Chow 5001 from Deans Animal Feed (San Carlos, CA, USA), separated by gender and housed 3-5 mice in suspended wire cages. All animals were kept in the same room with a 14 h light/10 h dark cycle, 21721C temperature and greater than 25% humidity. Food and deionized water were given ad libitum. Mice were sequentially fed three different diets: a low-fat diet (LF), a high-fat/high-sucrose diet (HF-S) and a high-cholesterol/ cholic acid diet (HC) (D10001, D12266B, C13002, respectively, from Research Diets Inc., New Brunswick, NJ, USA). At 20 weeks of age, background and congenic mice that had been fed an LF diet were fed the HF-S diet for 12 weeks followed by an HF-C diet for 5 weeks. The LF diet contains 11.5% energy from fat and 68% from carbohydrate. The HF-S diet contains 31.8% from fat as butter and corn oil and 51.4% from carbohydrate. The HC diet contains 35% from fat as cocoa butter and 45% from carbohydrate. The HC diet also contains 1.25% cholesterol, and 0.5% sodium cholate by weight. At each diet change, weight and length were measured. Mice were euthenized and dissected at approximately 8 months of age.
F2 intercross. Diet and husbandry were the same for the F2 intercross as the strain survey with the following changes: (1) individual mice were fed only one of the three diets for the entire length of the study, and (2) were housed in polycarbonate cages with CareFRESH pine shavings (International Absorbents Inc., Bellingham, WA, USA). Bedding was changed once to twice a week.
Subcongenic. Congenic and background mice exhibited the greatest difference in adiposity on the LF diet, so to reduce the number of animals needed for the study, only the LF diet was given for the subcongenic crosses. Subcongenic male mice were weaned at 3 weeks of age and immediately put on the LF diet. Mice were housed 3-5 mice in a polycarbonate cage and were weighed weekly from age 4 to 16 weeks. Mice were euthenized and dissected at 17 weeks of age. This age was younger than the original 8-month date of dissection of the strain survey but did not change a genotype effect on obesity in the subcongenics since they were analyzed separately from the original study.
Body composition
Fasting and fat pad dissection were performed as described previously. 8 The same individual dissected four fat pads in order to minimize variation in dissecting techniques. The four fat pads dissected were femoral, gonadal (epididymal), retroperitoneal and mesenteric. The sum of these four fat pads divided by live body weight is the adiposity index (AI), which, when multiplied by 100, is the percent body weight accounted for by these four fat pads. Although not exactly the same as total body fat percent, correlation coefficients between the adiposity index and percent body fat by chemical extraction in our own previous experiments have shown an R40.94, and thus is a quick and accurate measurement of total fat. 
Genotyping
and 86R 5 0 -CTGACCCCAAACTCCACG-3 0 . To test whether the candidate obesity gene Ucp2 was in the congenic region, primers were designed that incorporated a polymorphic CA repeat in intron 2 of Ucp2 between the B6.C-H1 congenic and the B6By strains. The forward primer was 5 0 -GAACCTGAGTGGGGTGGG-3 0 and the reverse primer was 5 0 -TGCACACACATGCACACG-3 0 .
Statistical analysis
Significance of linkage between phenotype and genotype was determined by ANOVA (Statview 5.0. 1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Means are reported as mean71 standard error of the mean. When ANOVA indicated significance (Po0.05), it was followed by the Tukey-Kramer post hoc test to account for multiple comparisons and nonequal group sizes. To test the weekly live weight differences between genotypes, a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA was used.
Results
The first two parts of the study (a survey of the existing congenic strains to identify strains with obesity phenotype and testing these strains to confirm linkage of the obesity trait to the congenic donor region) served only as a guide to the third part of the study aimed at positional localization of obesity genes using subcongenic mouse strains. The following are brief results of the first two parts, followed by indepth results of the subcongenic study.
Identification of a congenic strain with an obesity locus Two inbred mouse strains and 14 strains congenic for histocompatibility loci located on five different chromosomes were used to survey congenic strains for novel obesity models. Three congenic strains were derived from the C57BL/10Sn (B10) background and 11 from the B6By background. We used three diets to survey the congenics for differences in response to the various diets. One congenic strain, B6.C-H1, had significantly less fat compared to the background strain. Fat pads, percent body weight as fat and body weight were highly significant (Po0.0001). c /By (HW65), were heavier than background in body weight following the HF-S diet but not following the HF-C diet. We continued studies with the B6.C-H1 congenic since it has the most significantly different phenotypes from the background of the surveyed congenic strains. On single-diet treatments, the B6.C-H1 subcongenic strain was significantly less fat than background B6By mice on the LF diet. Single effects with a one-way ANOVA of strain, diet and sex effects had Po0.0001 for adiposity index. A sex Â diet interaction also had a P-value o0.0001 due to the fact that females did not show a strain effect, while males showed a strain effect. There were no three-way interactions of diet Â sex Â strain (data not shown).
Position of the whole nonrecombinant donor region and linkage to obesity traits
The results from the survey of congenic strains led us to further study the B6.C-H1. congenic strain. Mating female B6By and male B6.C-H1 mice generated heterozygous F1 progeny. These F1 mice were then bred to each other and generated the F2 intercross. We identified nonrecombinant mice for the donor region to demonstrate obesity linkage (Table 1) .
Approximate boundaries for the congenic donor region were determined by typing microsatellite polymorphisms between donor BALB/cBy and background B6By strains. The maximum B6.C-H1 congenic region is between markers D7Mit91 (28.1 cM) and D7Mit326 (50 cM) (Mouse Genome Database (MGD), Jackson Laboratory), as these alleles were from the background strain. The minimum size is from D7Mit318 (37.0 cM) to D7Mit96 (50.3 cM) (Figure 1 ), since alleles from these markers were from the donor strain. Markers from MGD are frequently out of order perhaps because a relatively small number of mice were used to create the MGD map order and because the consensus maps combine data from several independent crosses. Our marker order was determined during an F2 cross, and verified with subcongenic construction by observing which markers were included together. Map Manager QT produces a map with markers in the following order by the find least doubles method: D7Mit318, D7Mit90, D7Mit62, D7Mit301, D7Mit37, D7Mit353 and D7Mit96. This marker order was also confirmed experimentally during construction of the subcongenic strains. This order is the same as that in the MGD except that D7Mit318 is proximal to D7Mit90 instead of distal as in MGD. The Ensembl Mouse Genome Database places the order of the distal three markers as follows by their physical locations on the mouse genome assembly: D7Mit353, D7Mit96 and D7Mit37.
Both congenic males and females fed the HF-S, LF or HC diet showed significant differences in fat pad depot measurements from background strains, except for females on the HF-S diet. Congenic males fed the LF diet showed the Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden greatest significant difference from the background strain in fat pad depot measurements (data not shown).
Mapping genes in the donor region by QTL analysis of mice with donor region recombinations A total of 152 male F2 mice were used to map the obesity gene(s) within the congenic region for QTL analysis. Females were not analyzed for QTL because males showed a consistent genotype effect, and females did not show linkage by ANOVA to any of the markers on any diet for the F2 cross. Analysis revealed two significant peaks, one localized distal of D7Mit62 (44 cM) and one approximately 6 cM distal of the first QTL, at D7mit353 (50 cM). The two peaks are separated by a dip around marker D7Mit37, 49.8 cM according to the genetic map of the Mouse Genome Database put out by the Whitehead Institute/MIT, Center for Genome Research. 22 Of all traits mapped to the region, BMI showed the highest LR test statistic. Other obesity traits also showed the same pattern, but only passed the threshold of significance (Po0.05), but not high significance (Po0.001). The QTL map and significant threshold values are shown for BMI, weight and adiposity index ( Figure 2 ). Relative marker placement is based on our own F2 cross and does not include megabase or centiMorgan position because of the inconsistencies between The Jackson Laboratory map, the Celera database and Ensembl database marker positions. To determine whether two genes really existed, we performed the same QTL analysis controlling for various areas of the QTL map. Markers were set as background controls to account for the proximal peak (markers D7Mit62 and D7Mit301), the distal peak (markers D7Mit353 and 96) and the dip (D7Mit37) ( Table 2 ). The dip of the QTLs only went below the threshold of significance of Po0.05 when no markers were set as background controls. Owing to the number of mice in the F2 cross, it is not statistically possible to say with certainty whether more than one gene is present in this region since controlling for different areas of the QTL region gave various results as to the number of significant peaks, or whether the dip in the QTL dropped below the threshold of significance. To answer the question of whether multiple genes existed, we divided the large congenic regions into multiple subcongenic regions by backcrossing donor strain mice with background mice and tested each subcongenic region for significance by ANOVA analysis.
Subcongenics. QTL mapping only maps genes to approximate chromosomal locations, but cannot identify a single underlying candidate gene because it is only based on statistical inferences. To eliminate candidate genes, and focus on fewer genes, genes must be eliminated from the congenic region. Lines recombinant in the congenic donor region were created. A series of 11 subcongenic lines were created based on the peaks in the QTL (Figure 2 ). Subcongenics were selected to contain one or more of the seven polymorphic microsatellite markers in the donor region. We Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden did this because single-marker subcongenics might not include obesity genes that fall between two markers, while two or more marker congenics can be used to survey systematically the entire congenic donor region. Heterozygous subcongenic mice were then crossed to each other to produce progeny of all three genotypes: homozygous congenic, homozygous background and heterozygotes.
As expected, significant genotype effect differences in obesity traits were found in a few, but not all, of the subcongenic lines since some subcongenic lines no longer contain the causative gene or genes responsible for lower adiposity in the original full congenic. Subcongenic lines that had statistically significant genotype effects were a subcongenic that contained only marker D7Mit318 (line name B6.C-D7Mit318; Table 3 ), a line that contained markers D7Mit90 and D7Mit62 (line name B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62; Table 4 ) and a line that contained marker D7Mit353 (line name B6.C-D7Mit353; Table 5 ). Positions of these three lines within the overall congenic donor region are shown in Figure 2 . The different significant subcongenic lines did not retain all the same phenotypes indicating that different subcongenic lines may contain different genes that affect different pathways (Table 6 ). Furthermore, the donor chromosomal region of B6.C-D7Mit353 has no overlap with the donor region of either of the other two significant congenic lines, consistent with the hypothesis that there were at least two separate obesity genes in the B6.C-H1 congenic.
A summary table of three major obesity phenotypes (body weight, BMI and adiposity index) for the subcongenic lines exhibiting suggestive or nonsignificant genotype effects is also presented (Table 7) . Integrating positional information from these strains adds precision and strength to the localization of the underlying obesity genes. This reveals that CC homozygotes (donor BALB/cJ on both chromosomes) for both strains including the D7Mit318 marker have adiposity indexes of 70% of littermate BB controls, although only B6.C-D7Mit318 is significant, while B6.C-D7Mit318-D7Mit90 is only suggestive. Since the B6.C-D7Mit90 congenic line is clearly not significant, it suggests that the obesity gene is in the proximal portion of these congenics.
Four subcongenic lines include the D7Mit353 marker allele from the donor strain and yet they exhibit a wide range of donor strain genotype effects F with the 'C' homozygotes Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden ranging from 70 to 93% of the adiposity index of littermate controls with the 'B' genotype ( Figure 2 ). Adiposity indexes of mice from the four strains with the 'C' genotype at D7Mit353 are not significantly different from each other. This is surprising because, as seen in Figure 1 , the 'C' mice for one of these subcongenics, B6.C-D7Mit301-D7Mit96, are only 93% as fat as the 'B' mice, while B6.C-D7Mit353 progeny with 'C' genotypes are apparently much leaner than their 'B' genotype littermates. The contradiction is resolved by grouping all subcongenic lines that contain 
B6.C-D7Mit318
Live weight, femoral, gonadal, retroperitoneal, mesenteric, total fat pad weight and adiposity index B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62 BMI, femoral, gonadal, retroperitoneal, mesenteric, total fat pad weight and adiposity index B6.C-D7Mit353 BMI, femoral, gonadal, retroperitoneal, mesenteric, total fat pad weight and adiposity index Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden marker D7Mit353 by genotype. As illustrated in Figure 4 , there are statistically significant differences between mice of the 'B' genotype (background strain homozygotes) from the four overlapping subcongenic strains containing the D7Mit353 allele from the donor strain. Specifically, progeny mice of the 'B' genotype from subcongenic B6.C-D7Mit301-D7Mit96 are significantly different from B6.C-D7Mit353 (Po0.01 by Tukey-Kramer post hoc test) and from B6.CD7Mit37-D7Mit96 (Po0.05, Tukey-Kramer). This is remarkable since these mice are all genetically identical (all background B6By DNA). Although unexpected, these results are correlated with the phenotypes observed in the heterozygous mice from the four subcongenic strains, which also show the same pattern of obesity phenotypes as the 'B' mice, even though each group of heterozygous mice has a different genotype. The results are consistent with imprinting or maternal effects that vary between these subcongenic strains. Thus, the differences in genotype effect in littermates for the four subcongenics containing donor D7Mit353 shown in Figure 1 and Tables 3-5 and 7 can be explained by the results shown in Figure 4 . In particular, note that all mice, from the large distal subcongenic B6.C-D7Mit301-D7Mit96, are extremely lean, regardless of genotype. In contrast, littermate mice from the smallest subcongenic, B6.C-D7Mit353, exhibit a strong genotype effect because the 'B' homozygotes and the heterozygotes have significantly higher adiposity indexes than the 'C' homozygotes. That is, increased values for the background strain controls are responsible for the statistically significant genotype effect of the donor region.
To analyze the weekly live weights of the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic, a two-factor repeated ANOVA with genotype as the within-subjects factor, time (measured as weeks [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] as the between-subjects factor and live weight as the repeated measure revealed a significant effect for time (Po0.0001) as well as a time Â genotype interaction (P ¼ 0.0016) (Figure 3) . Although live weight is not significantly different between genotypes at the time of dissection, adiposity index was highly significant. Thus, we are studying genes whose primary effect is on fat mass rather than weight.
Sequencing and precision mapping of positional candidate genes Three obvious candidate genes were located in or near the B6.C-H1 congenic region. These include Tubby, Ucp2 and Ucp3. Tubby, a known obesity gene, is near Ucp2 and Ucp3, but not included in the congenic donor region for any of the three strains with statistically significant genotype effects, as it is over 9 Mb distal to the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic distal border. Ensembl places the D7Mit353 marker at 89.3 Mb, while Tubby is located at 98.6 Mb. Ucp2 and Ucp3 are near the D7Mit353 locus, but not necessarily in the congenic region. A PCR test was designed with the amplified intron 2 of Ucp2. The region contained CA repeats according to the Celera database sequence. Primers were designed (see the section Materials and methods) to amplify this region. When these primers amplified B6By and BALB/cBy control DNA, two distinct bands were seen when run on an agarose gel. This proved that this locus could be tested in the subcongenic regions to test whether Ucp2 was inside or outside of the subcongenic donor region by visualizing whether the amplicon migrated with the B6By allele size or the BALB/cBy allele size. When DNA from the B6.CD7Mit353 subcongenic was amplified, only one band migrated with the B6By control DNA, and no bands migrated with BALB/cBy control DNA. This proved that Ucp2 was not in the D7Mit353 subcongenic and was no longer a candidate. Ucp3 is only 6 kb proximal to Ucp2, but has not been tested directly yet, although the chances of Ucp3 being included are extremely unlikely because of its close proximity (6 kb) to Ucp2. 
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Border mapping of subcongenic B6.C-D7Mit353
We mapped the borders of the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic to map finely the border of the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic boundaries. We sequenced regions at 1 Mb intervals both proximal and distal to Ucp2 and Ucp3. Polymorphisms were found between the B6By and the B6.C-H1 congenic strain for some, but not all, of the regions. This is expected because not every region between two strains of mice will contain polymorphisms. Polymorphic regions included sequenced amplifications from 77, 77.5, 80, 82, 83 and 85 Mb. A total of 10 polymorphisms were found in region 77, six polymorphisms in region 77.5, three polymorphisms in region 80, two polymorphisms in region 82, four polymorphisms in region 83 and 20 polymorphisms in region 85. Once polymorphisms were found in the full congenic region, DNA from the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic was amplified and sequenced to assess which regions were derived from the B6.C-H1 congenic and which were from the B6By parental strain. Background B6By DNA was found to include megabase region 77, 83 and 85 while B6.C-H1 DNA was found in regions 77.5, 80 and 82. Therefore, the maximum size of the D7Mit353 subcongenic is from megabase region 77-83 (6 Mb total), and the minimum size is from megabase region 77.5-82 (4.5 Mb total). Celera predicts 119-148 transcripts in this 4.5-6 Mb region respectively. Ensembl predicts 101 genes in the maximum area between D7Mit301 and D7Mit96 (the neighboring markers of D7Mit353 in Ensemble's marker order). No known obesity genes are located in this region.
Overlapping congenic regions
The two proximal subcongenic regions (B6.C-D7Mit318 and the B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62 subcongenics) were near each other, but with the original markers, it was unknown if they overlapped or not. Markers between D7Mit318 and D7Mit90 were tested on both of the subcongenic lines to see if they shared any donor DNA. Markers D7Mit201, D7Mit147 and D7NDS1 were found to have donor DNA in both the B6.C-D7Mit318 and B6.CD7Mit90-D7Mit62 subcongenic lines. This proved that these two subcongenics overlapped, but did not prove whether a single gene in the overlap region was the cause of the obesity effect or if two separate genes were the cause. A complementation test was used to test the hypothesis that a single gene in the overlap region of the two overlapping subcongenic lines was causing the obesity effect. Four genotypes were created in the progeny (see the section Materials and methods) and obesity phenotypes measured (Table 8) . A single gene in the overlap region should show that progeny with a genotype that was heterozygous for both subcongenic regions (homozygous donor for the overlap region) should be less fat than mice that are heterozygous for only one donor region or all background (based on individual subcongenic analysis; Tables 3 and 4) .
Mice homozygous in the overlapping donor region are not thin as would be expected if there were a single gene in causing the obesity effect, thus eliminating the possibility of a single gene in the overlap region causing the obesity effect.
Discussion
We have demonstrated the presence of at least three separate yet interacting obesity genes on mouse chromosome 7. Although previous studies have identified obesity QTLs on mouse chromosome 7, 23 and even chromosome 7 congenic strains with obesity phenotypes, 9 this is the first demonstration that this chromosomal region contains more than one obesity gene. We have performed a careful and exhaustive search for obesity genes in a small congenic donor region by crossing heterozygous mice that allowed us to eliminate virtually all environmental effects, and compare littermates by genotype. Littermates are as environmentally and epigenetically identical as is obtainable. They are not identical because siblings may be located at different sites in the uterus, they may have different access to nursing, and other potential maternal genetic influences on growth and development. Thus, our experimental design tests for genotype effects within littermate mice from mothers with the same genotype, but our design cannot detect effects on Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden weight that are dependent on maternal genotype. This may influence results from the subcongenic analyses.
Indeed, our data are consistent with the possibility that obesity gene effects within the B6.C-H1 congenic donor region may include effects due to maternal genotype. Comparisons of absolute adiposity index values, rather than values relative to control, across all subcongenic strains including the D7Mit353 marker reveal significant differences between the strains for values for the 'B' homozygotes and the heterozygotes (Figure 4 ). This is surprising since the 'B' homozygotes all have the same genotype. Perhaps this is due to a lean maternal effect gene not included in the more distal subcongenic lines. Nevertheless, one consequence is that there is no genotype effect on adiposity index in the B6.CD7Mit301-D7Mit96 congenic. Thus, we have focused our studies on the identification of subcongenic lines that contain highly significant genotype effects in littermates derived from heterozygous F1 parents within any one subcongenic strain. However, it is also possible that significant maternal effect genes are located within these subcongenic strains that are revealed by comparisons of absolute adiposity indexes across the various congenic strains. That is, genotype difference between subcongenics may influence all progeny from that strain regardless of the progeny genotype. Indeed a maternal effect QTL influencing growth has been mapped with a peak at D7NDS1, which is between D7Mit318 and D7Mit90. This maternal effect gene was identified by determining weights of F3 pups cared for by F2 mothers, when half the pups for each female were fostered and half were left with their biological mother. 24 The results demonstrated that maternal effect genes have significant effects on growth and that one of these QTLs is included within the B6.C-H1 congenic strain. We also cannot distinguish between the possibilities that imprinted genes or nonimprinted genes expression in mothers underlies the apparent maternal effect.
The protocols used for these studies can rigorously detect genotype effects in the littermates. Comparisons of mixed strain mice to inbred mice can easily lead to false conclusions if littermates are not used, as can be seen in knockout mouse studies that have shown the trait not to be the knockout gene itself, but a nearby linked gene from the 129 strain. 25 These knockout studies are relevant because the creation of knockout strains on a B6 background is equivalent to making a congenic strain, and thus subject to the same pitfalls of experimental design. One should map a phenotype to the locus of any knockout or congenic strain to verify that the causative gene is in the region of interest. We believe that the effects of these unlinked loci can only be eliminated by phenotyping littermates with different genotypes since the other donor DNA (or spontaneous mutations) may be undetectable even with high-density screens using markers polymorphic between donor and background strains. Contaminating DNA can be missed in a screen because donor DNA may be anywhere and may be of any size, including small loci (short of sequencing the congenic, donor and background entirely), which would be easily missed.
Hundreds of congenic strains have been produced by many investigators. Recently, two sets of whole-genome congenics have been constructed for use as tools to dissect complex traits. 26 Since many have donor regions of 10-20 cM or more, they provide a simple accessible resource for identifying genes controlling complex traits, even genes with relatively small phenotype effects. Our survey of congenic strains made from BALB/cBy donor DNA on the B6By background identified five congenic strains with at least marginally significantly different fat mass (four leaner and one more obese) than the background strain. We have taken one of these congenic strains and confirmed the presence of obesity genes in the donor region by F2 crosses of congenic and background, and even more directly, by construction of subcongenic strains that retain obesity phenotypes with much smaller BALB/cBy donor regions.
The results suggest that specific obesity genes in these subcongenics can be narrowed down and possibly identified by creation of subcongenics with even smaller donor regions.
We have excluded a large number of genes by constructing subcongenic strains that show no genotype interaction with obesity. We have already presented the possibility that the small B6.C-D7Mit353 congenic may exhibit an obesity genotype effect, while a larger region that includes the small region may not, due to maternal effects. However, another possibility is that there may be nearby counteracting genes in the larger subcongenics, and when both of these alleles are present together, their opposite effects negate each other. Counteracting QTL effects have been discovered in the susceptibility to lung cancer (Sluc) genes, 27 and may be present in other quantitative traits as well. When the counteracting alleles are separated by creation of recombinant subcongenics, the individual gene effects may become apparent.
Regardless of the issues of disparate results surrounding overlapping subcongenic lines, we have created lines that retain an obesity phenotype, and these lines contain smaller lengths of donor DNA than the larger congenics, thus narrowing the search reason for obesity genes. Furthermore, these results suggest that naturally occurring alleles of other obesity genes, and indeed genes for any complex trait, may be identified by surveys of virtually any congenic strain collection.
Some candidate genes in the B6.C-D7Mit353 subcongenic include a pro-x carboxypeptidase-related gene, diacylglycerol acyl transferase-2 (Dgat2) and some transmembrane channel proteins. Two other subcongenic lines (B6.CD7Mit318 and B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62) also exhibited significant genotype-dependent effects. Genes in these regions include an insulin-like growth factor and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, both possible candidate genes.
The position of the two proximal subcongenics that showed significant genotype effects was not directly under Complex obesity with three linked genes and maternal effects AL Diament and CH Warden the proximal peak in the F2 QTL study. Although the explanation is speculative, it is possible that the presence of multiple genes with opposite or composite effects may skew a QTL in a different direction than where the actual genes are located. Regardless, the subcongenic studies are a much better proof of where causative obesity genes are located. In the double subcongenic heterozygous mice, it is interesting to note that mice heterozygous for the B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62 donor region were the thinnest, something unexpected since the original subcongenic line had both the background and heterozygous mice fat. While we do not have a simple explanation for this, it is possible that there is a maternal effect or imprinting effect due to the type of cross we used to create the combined heterozygotes since we did not do a reciprocal cross of female B6.C-D7Mit318 mice with male B6.C-D7Mit90-D7Mit62 mice. This region is known to contain genes that show imprinted regulation, and thus careful controls, which have not yet been done, are needed in order to eliminate candidate genes within this region. 28 The most important result from that cross is that the double heterozygotes (with the overlap region homozygous for the donor region) are not the thinnest, indicating that the gene of interest, or at least one gene of interest, is not in the overlap region.
The observation in this model that the gene or genes involved are sex specific is also worthy of study. There may be many reasons why males but not females show a genotype effect. Sexual dimorphisms caused by genes that are autosomal are common in humans as well as animals. The sex hormones testosterone and estrogen are autosomal, yet their effects are very sex specific. The different fat distribution patterns of men and women most likely are not caused by genes on the sex chromosomes, but interactions of autosomal genes with sex hormones. This may be what is seen in this mouse model of obesity.
The high density of obesity gene effects observed here (at least three in a 24 cM donor region) has broad implications. One possibility is that obesity genes are clustered, making detection by QTL or congenic models easier and dissection to specific genes harder. However, it is also possible that there are many obesity genes influencing multiple pathways of weight homeostasis that we would have observed just as many had we simply sampled a random congenic. This seems unlikely since we began with an 11 strain survey and chose the congenic with the most statistically significant effects. Nevertheless, our results suggest that all surveys for obesity genes, even those beginning with mutagenesis or gene-trap, must be very vigorously controlled for background strain effects when isolating the underlying genes. Collaboration among the scientific community using inbred models of mice will speed the progress of finding underlying genes of common diseases and phenotypes. 29 Although there are many methods of identifying genes for complex traits using induced mutations such as chemical mutagenesis, knockout and gene-trap, a divide and phenotype approach to congenics is the only method that can pinpoint interacting genes while isolating genes whose natural alleles influence obesity.
